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Short introduction, then I’m going 
to go through different kinds of 

publishing practices before 
finishing with my worst rejections 

and some top tips.
Plus brief tangent about citations, etc.



Who am I?
Who are any of us?

ajrae.staff.shef.ac.uk

RSA

Former EC Rep

Former Treasurer

RSRS Editor/Founder



This is the place to be for the next 20 minutes
1. Journal articles 
2. Book chapters
3. Books
4. Other stuff

a. Blogs
b. Twitter
c. News media
d. The Conversation etc
e. TV

5. What do you want out of this? (and what is ‘this’ anyway?)
6. My worst rejections (finish on a positive)
7. Some tips

OH YEAH



The journals I have published in
Journal Impact Factor
Regional Studies 3.14
PLOS ONE            2.82
Computers, Environment and Urban Systems 2.74
Nephron 2.21
Area 2.20
Applied Spatial Analysis and Policy 1.83
Environment and Planning A 1.77
Urban Studies 1.65
Environment and Planning B 1.53
Housing Studies 1.34
Cities 1.33
Planning Theory and Practice 0.87
Scottish Geographical Journal 0.78
Local Economy 0.65
Town Planning Review 0.61
Journal of European Real Estate Research 0.53



The journals I have been rejected from
Journal
Urban Studies

Regional Studies

Journal of Planning Literature

PLOS ONE

Habitat International

Journal of Planning Education and Research

Journal of Maps

Research and Politics



Book chapters
I am not a massive fan but they 
can be quite useful

(remember to say why I think this)



Books
Easy to start, hard to fini

(kind of like a PhD)



Other stuff (blog)
This is what really excites me 
because 

‘publishing’ 
isn’t just about 
journal 
articles.

NUMBERS



Twitter (not for everyone of course)

BEWARE!



The Conversation (or other bloggy stuff)

“However, we 
should emphasise 
that these are not 
proposals for new 
council areas.”

SAFE?



News media

AH, RIGHT!



TV - what’s the worst that could happen?

No matter what, it’s 
soon forgotten 
about.

HATE MAIL



123!!!!



N.B. Not THE Sally Hardy 

DISCIPLINES



H-INDEX



“When this question has been 
asked in the past, the answer 

typically is that your h score is 
good if it is equal to or greater 
than the number of years since 
finishing your PhD. That varies 
based on your departmental 

expectations, etc.”



What do you want out of ‘this’?
A nice life?

A happy life?

Lots of citations?

Lots of friends?

No friends?

Lots of papers?

To make a difference?

Everything?



My worst rejections - some quotes
Reviewer 1: “The manuscript is not well written. The 
paper contains numerous inconsistent statements and 
internal contradictions. At many points it is not clear 
just what the author is attempting to say.

Given this, my recommendation is to reject the 
manuscript and to not encourage resubmission.”

Reviewer 2: “Yes it is extremely well written-there is a 
logic to it and a clear and well argued narrative”

WHAT!?!



My worst rejections - some quotes
“This is just a bunch of visualizations of 
an open source data that does not go 
beyond doing some fancy looking maps 
and displaying things we already know.”

(why, say what you really think)

HARSH!



My worst rejections - some quotes

“I think the experience is 
therefore best documented in 
a blog post on the data blog 
rather than academic journal.”

BOO



My worst rejections - some quotes
“As it stands the data presented does 
not really add a lot to academic debates 
and any potential policy implications are 
not really articulated. The conclusion is 
limited and does not really develop or 
advance wider debates. For these 
reasons I am unfortunately 
recommending rejection.”

OH, RIGHT



My top tips
● Think ahead (this is a really boring and obvious tip, sorry)

● Rejected? Take a day to mope around and then move on 
● Read tales of failure and success - the two are close partners
● Some rejections are ‘I don't like your clothes’ and some are ‘you 

stink’ so be honest with yourself and try to tell the difference 
● Choose good journals - but what is good? 
● Make the most of your writing (but I don’t mean salami slicing)
● Don't think publishing = journal papers only
● Don’t think you’re not good enough - we’re all imposters at some point

● Choose the right journal
● Accept that it takes time 


